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In this collection of essays, leading New Testament scholars reassess the reciprocal relationship between Matthew and Second Temple Judaism. Some contributions focus on the relationship of the Matthean Jesus to torah, temple, and synagogue, while others explore theological issues of Jewish and gentile ethnicity and universalism within and behind the text.
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Praise for Matthew within Judaism

The chapters are unfailingly informative and provocative, and they move the discussion forward in multiple, significant ways.

Dale C. Allison, Jr., Princeton Theological Seminary

Using evidence from the comparanda of broadly contemporary Jewish texts, the authors advocate the revolutionary idea that Matthew’s Gospel is best understood as a Jewish rather than a Christian text.

Paul Foster, School of Divinity, University of Edinburgh

This volume is a challenge to biblical scholars, theologians, students, and preachers to see Matthew’s Gospel for what it is, a Jewish gospel….

Layang Seng Ja, Kachin Theological College and Seminary

It is a volume to spark debate and carry Matthean studies forward; in its contribution to the study of both Matthew and Second Temple Judaism it is essential.

Catherine Sider Hamilton, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto